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Beta Program
Overview
All major components of CAPx are complete and we are now beginning a beta test 
program. Companies may join as beta partners at no cost, to test the system with 
their own data.

For each beta partner, we will undertake a project to build a CAPx model and 
provide typical reports. Once a project is completed, a beta partner may take 
ownership of their model and lock in a perpetual discount on future licensing costs 
of CAPx.

Commitment
Our commitment is to engage with each beta partner to build a CAPx model of 
their business and design reports specific to their needs.

Each beta partners’ commitment will be to provide data and a point person to help 
with model configuration.

Benefits
Beta partner benefits are early access to the system, the ability to influence future 
development priorities, and locking in a perpetual discount on the licensing cost of 
CAPx. Additionally, the process of going through a CAPx modeling project and 
receiving an already built model will give each beta partner a head start on using 
CAPx before it is released for general availability.

Cost
The only upfront cost is time spent setting up the model, but this is mainly to 
supply data that should already be available. For those beta partners that decide 
to continue with CAPx, a discounted licensing fee would be offered for the 
continued use of CAPx. In case a beta partner has specific requirements that 
exceed those of a typical beta project, we can accommodate this with a negotiated 
fee.

Next Step
If you are interested in becoming a beta partner, please visit our booth here at PCI 
or email Anders Ericson at aericson@acterm.com.
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